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INTRODUCTION

Every human, infant is dependent on his or her caregiver for sur-,

viva!: This relatship with the caregiver Is considered of critical. impor-

-tance in the socialization of the child, a process which in turn affects. his.

or her future adult personality. Since the mother-infant relationship is,

of course, universal oh, it is therefore a relevant cross - cultural phe-

nomenon. Issues relating- to thiskpartfcular relationship thus concern not

only thriChild's development,, but also relbte to international development

as well.

In many cultures, the biological, mother is the primary caregiver in

early infancy. Therefore, the scope of this, discussion has been limited to

the biological mother-infant interaction. However, some cultures do make

use of multiple aregivirs; these may include fathers, older sibings,

0

co-wives, members' from the kinship group, and so forth. Research on
\

infant care draws -most heavily .'on the Westernndustrialized nations, .

where themother-infant interaction is viewed as being of paramount impor-
.

tance. This paper inter* not to condone that bras, but is necessarily

limited to the literature 'on infant care most likely to produce an effective

cross-cultural comparison.'

As the Third World countries move toward -modernization, urbaniza-

tion, and industrialization, there is often an introduction of goods;..com-

modities, and services that may directly or indirectly. influence existing

traditional childrearing practices. Some of the c.lestions_ raised by change

in Third World countries includethe following: Whit are the effects of

introducing powdered milk formula and early supplementary solids within
.

existing' mOther-infant interactions, -particOarly in terms of breast-feeding

A 1.
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and 'weaning Practices.? W the effects of !Introducing baby carriages
,

and infant seats on existing close' and continuous mother-infant body

contact and on vestibular stimulation for the infant? What are the. long

I term' consequences of introducing infaXt cribs in societies' where mother

and-infant normally sleep together? Does' ttle introduction of outside- he-
-

home employment support or .hinder. the pirevalent traditional' child care

system? ,flow.can progress, such as the p °vision of desirable healt carte

services, be brought ,about withOut disrUpting the existing efficie t and

traditional childrearing pradtioes?
.

Systematic studies of mother-infant interactions over a period

in various cultural settings are essential to address the above-m

concerns. Such researai would also ventually help in identifyin

in the Third World with developmentiil risks and in designing f

port programs to-reduce risks and fister growth. afid development
, c, I

In addition to. advantages for the Third. World to be 0 -fined from

of time

ntioned .

infants

ily sup-'

research, industrialized and Westernized countries may find alte

solutions by studying childrearrg practices in other culture
,. . .

investigation might clarify, ear
/
example, htm women in other c

Vk

combined caregiving and ,wor)k, and how that union has ..a

interaction§ with their infant:1. in addition, the long term con

the use _of- multiple caregiviers in other cultures' might be
s.

stud!' d so as ,to identify 1.9,(Iiitti specific aspects of thy child

tice are comparable to t Western practices of family. day care,; group
.,

natives or

Further

!tires have

ected. their

equences of

ystematrcally

earing prac-

inf'a t day care, or babysitting. Yet another research qUestion might

address the difference* among- cultures in what is considered "appropriate"

infant behavior. Fa Hies in Industrialized societies .could.benefit from
;..

such research by ning greater awareness of a wider range of childrear-
'.,
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ing practices, some of which they may wish to-incorporate into their own

lifestyles.

Scope 6f Comparative Child Development

Leiderman, Tulkin,, and Rosenfeld (1977-a) make a distinction between

cross-cultural studies and comparative child development by stating (1)
.

that cross-cultural studies examine the interrelationship of various systems
:,

on a cultural level and (2) that childbearing practices and child develop-
.

ent may be included in this investigation but are not the primary locus:

The rese arch rported in the'preseht discussion falls Under the category
.

of comparative child deyelopmbnt. While comparisons ar' made across

cultural groups, they are focused only, on those aspects of a giienculturi

that appear to be directly relevant to child development and mother-infant

interaction.

Comparativeichild developaient -is a relatively new field, emerging as

it has in the '1960s ( ield, Sostek, Vietze, & Leiderman, 19111, Werner,

1979).. Unitil this time, the view of child development was based, on a tiny

sample orthe human.race, namely the children of the Westerm /world, and

of that sample, principally middte-ciass Caucasians. Lozoff (1977) reported

that children and their caretakers studied in the context of modern indus-

traliie societies, such. as those in, the United States or European coun7

tries, are a select group and probably Unrepresentative of the human
.

species in most other cultu'res and during :most of human history. The

discussion.here attempts to balance this earlier bias try focusing mainly on
J : .

mother-child interactions in don-Western cultures. -
''114"- ..-,

Werffee4,1979) lists six key issues that should be addressed by the

fief of comparative Child development. Two of these six key issues are
.,

pertinent to the topic of mother -child interaction. The first of these
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( et issues Werner establishes as-"the constillints set by ecology and the eciS-
a `.A

nomid, social, and political maintenance systems of societies on the behav-
o.. .

ior of children and ,their caretakers'," ,while the second he defines as "the

adaptive 1. significance of ctiiid-rearing goals and practices across if wide

range of .cultures"-(p. 4). These issues directly and indirectly address

the topic of 'mother-child interaction,, thereby communicating w that the

relationship is a topic of significant importance in the field of comparativ.e
1'4

child development

An
.

sue demanding some preliminary attention is the definition

of infancy. There is no 'universal consensus as to the .exactvspan of a

human being's existence th'at can be definitiVely labeled "infancy."' Same.

developmental Psychologists, (e.g. , Ston'e '& -Church, 1973) con** only..

the first 15 months to be infancy, ,labeling the period' between 15 months

and 2 years the toddler years. Others (e'.g., Mussei, Conger, & Kagan,

1979) extend infancy through the 'first 24 months. Sor4 have a still

broader definition of infancy including the first 3 years (White,. 1975).
.

This problem is further confounded. when one is discussing this issue in
_ f-....,

. I
croqs-cultural terms. Some cultures may not have a

..,

-term equivalent to :

infancyjn 'their language: Some' may be broad categorizers and thus may

Cabe) Niferits as "children,". while others may:have_many specific categOrik,

based not necessarily on -chronological age. but rather, on developmental age

(for example, "sitters," "stand-uppe're,""walkers," "solid food eaters,"

and so on). 'For the purpose of this discussion, in order- to provide the,

broadest posiible coverage; the period of infancy Nes been arbitharik,

'defined as the time from birth to 3j-feit'S'''

Organized into three major sections, the remainder of. this examination

will address' theoretical perspectives revant to the topic of mother-infant.
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interactions in different cultural settings, empirical research-on mother-
,

infant interaction

the mother-infant

. t

in various cultural settings, and -issues and trends in

relationship within' different cultural contexts.

, I THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 4

The theotetial irOels and constructs -discussed in this section.are

'. drawn from various -disciplines: ethology, evolution, pc pulation psychol-

ogy, culture and personality. theory./ cross-cultural psychology, ecology of'
4

These ''human development, arid biosocial:.:.;psychology: .
s peopectives have

. , , .

been chosen because they address 'the variables that influence childrearing

practices in a cross-cultural conte#; as such, they are particulprly rele-

vent to the Third World.

'fore to provide alternative

interactions Within a larger

A

The intent of the following discussion is there-
4

ways Of viewing and comparing mother-infant
' .

ecolOgi.pal context and to provide a framework

for generating :more relevant futuPe empir)cal reseatth.
t 4

Ethology

Ethology is especially concerned jvith those animal behaviors that have

evolved as an adaptation to the environment, thus f4cilitating the species'

survival within the context of a,particular environmental niche. This' field

daws-heavily on Darwin's. theory of evolution. patterns of behavior, both

Infantile,and parental, that favor. the maintenancevof physiCaj proximity,.

protection, and nurturance are of particular interest to ethologists.

John Bowlby (1958) borrowed these ethological concepts and applied,

them to mother-infant interaction . Fo.pxample, .BowlbY's conceptualizafon

of attachment is what ethologists would call ''bonding.". Mother-infant

attachment consists of a bonding of infant to mother that endures more or
. , . .

less, throughout the extended period of the life span. Mary Ainsworth
4.

.,
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(1977-a) discusses this attathmen't theory in the cdntext of comparative -

chl'l developmentresearcK, asserting thefolawing: t .
.

If different' societies have different'practices and .dififerent
01- . .

patterns of maternal behavior, cross - cultural. comparisons will

certainly .complement'withih-group comparisons in thrAing light
TO '. I '!

von the development of .qualitatiye differences. Crosi-cultural .

*"Studies, perhaps re clearly than intracultural studies; ..fri\ly-. e .4"'
t ob.

clarify how infant-m .her -relationships
e

A

of different kinds influ
enw later important interpersonal relations .... (p. 64).

*al

avi

Ainsworth (1967) applied this ethologicajoiapproach in her study of

infants ha Uganda, discusted at greater .length in the 'empirical research

section o this discussion.

Evolution

. Konner (1977:a) labels his ihior':y the "evolution of human behavior
. . .

, , ... I

development". and discusses) the contribution of Darwin's theory to social
. .

e volution. .He compaAs major differences in tho.ev ton of social betav-i
... .

for as the transition takes place from a hunter-gatherer existence to an

industrial way of life. Sever al differences in social behavior discussed by
4

1 i
Kanner r are related to mother - infant interactions. First, 'he notes that

$ k ,

mothers in hunter-gatherer societies hold their infants vertically in a -., societies i
..- ,,,,,

..

. sling, while. Weitern mother' typically position .their children, horizontally 1

.
and do not, use a sling. As a result, the Western, neonateexperiences

.. .,

fewer motor challenges, less tactile and vestibular stimulation, and more
_

',challenges to temperature maintenance.
.. 4'14

Seciiind, Konner compares the nursing behavior of infa nts and mothers

in terms of frequency of sucking, weaning, and type of sucking. With

e , 9 v

(
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Pespect to frequency of sucking, mammals may ,be classified into two

g rOups --namely, "continual' and "spaced"' feedet4s Continual ieedees are

those Whose infants cling to hem, such as most primates, bats, and mar-

supialt, and those whose irea s follow them. Spaced fliders,. such as

rabbits,' are those who leave th it infants ih nests. Continual feeders

have more dilute milk, with lower ¶t and protein content, and tOey suck

slowlyr Spaced feedei-s have more Concentrated milk and suck quickly.
,

Hpman, milk and infant sucking rate are consistent. with Konner's classifi-
.

. 7

cation of humans as continual feeders. Infants 'of hunter-gatherers ',suckle

several times an hour, but human infants.. in Western societies now are
; .

typically spaced Tders. Weaning in higher.'" primates, including hunter-

atherers, is precipitated by the birth of a subsequent toffs)Dring, but in

industrial societies there has been a dramatic drop in the agsof weaning.
A .- ir

Ftnally, ng. . unrer-
,..,

e'

gatherers do not' expose -their infants $ non-nutritive sucking, a practice
I .

,

common in industrial societies. t\'.
. ,

Third, as Konner Ntes, hunter-gatherers exhibit immediate extensive

stimulation of the infant at birth and continuous mother-infant contact

during the hours and days after birth. ComParativ;ily, infants- in Indus-

trial societies experience far less proximity to mothers due to rllrooming

,hospitalization policies at birth, separate sleeping arrangements in the

jpe, and the distance of the mother's work plade- from the infant care

site. *king and breaking of contact with the infant, once' controlled

almost excluiively bX The'infant,ls in industrial societies largely controlled,,

by the mother.

Fourth, according' to this theorist, the.mother-infant bond is miti-
.

, .
.

gated for the mother by the, presence of other adults and' for the infant by -



the presence of a multi age juvenile play group. Same-age peer relations

are nonexistent among human hunter-gatherers. In, Western societies,

same-age peer groups are prgvalent and have replaced multi-age play

'6roups.

Konner states that infants learn throtrgh
.

ing, direct teaching, andlplay. Over Se course of technological develop-

merit from the hunter-gatherer lifeway to an urban- industrl'al lifeway, :the

.

1

percentage of information transfer ,accounted for by teacliing has greatly

increa$ed and that' accounted for by observationa reaming and play has

correASondingly decreased. Furthermore, the information transfer in the
- .

urban-industrial context is more from adult to child, or adult to same-agie

peer group, and-less from older to ytunger.ch' d.

The, consequences of cultural evolution,
1

.

un errs , ut t ey are nonetheltAs relevant to an understan a ing o t
0

effects of ' technological change on human development and infant-idult,

relationships in the Third. Wo'rld as well as in induStrial sock*. System-
,

atic research needs to investigate adaptive patterns. of and stress on the

mother and the infant las they shift from traditional childrearing practices_

to a more "modern" app-roicli.

r

I

thy, are still not well

V

Popintioh Psychology
. --

Another mddel for the comparativestudy of psychosocial adaptation,-
`1,

offered by LeVine (1977), is alio based on Darwin's evolutionary. theory.

While' Konner's (1977-a) theoretical disaission primarily identifies the

-significant'changes g e over time, LeVirie attemptsin infant - rearing practices.
.

to eXptain. th ,reasons for these changes, adapted ye n npre populations

ovenotiA. LeVine postulates that cultural .evolution within hUmai popUla--

tions produces, standardized strategies of survival. for infants and children
,

strategies tftt reflect epvironmental pressures frowthe past, encoded in
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I .
t :a VT.

customs 4nci, transmitted socially rather. than biologically. for examplefOie
,c 0. 1 ... .

explains that the practice of carrying the infant Cori 'oge's body a''are-at
4it.*'

.*4 deal of the, time (until the child is 18 months of age or *der) aray. :severely
- -.

limit exploratory behavior and may thus affect the emotional and cognitive

development of the cl-Old. Whatever those intangible effectare, h'ow4ver, .
0

they are not visible to .this African 'Gusii or Hpusa [bothers whom he bb-
,

served, whereas the very tangible risks of the child's being burned rid "an
.

. ,
open fire, trampled by cattle, or falling frOsi a cliff are. ,.These. motheri

'.7It .respond more to tangible .risk and have little or no awareness of the4pos420

ble psychciiogical consequences of continuous physical restraint. There-

fore, it deems trio
or
prolonged. carrying of an infant is a-cuitutal adaptation

to protect the infant from a hazardous environr

0 Based on his obsevaticiris, CeVine (1977) cites the two following.
- -

4

O

1. In population0 with high
i

infant mortality rates, paregts will

haVe the khysical survival and health of the child as- their. :0 ':. .

ovirriding concern, part' larly . in the early years,, and-.

childreating customs Will re lect this priority.y.
t-....

In Ropulatio s with relativ14i scarce or precarious resources
.. .

for sitbsist ce, parents wil) ha'e as their overriding
. .

conscious' concern the child's .capacity for future "ecotmic ,

O

z.

V

I

0.

self-maintenance '(broadly defined), particularly afte'r his
1 :

survival seems assured, and childrearing customs, will ,
"

reflect this. priority. '(p. 21)

.7.--i . .

LeVine's theory. this offers an ex
\ , ,,s'

gave evolved and Illuraihates the

-
planation. as to how childrtaring practices

underlying parental concerns and aspire-- .

Voris on which tb se practice,s are grounded.

.12

, lon."
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. John Whiting's. (1977) tio571e14te' p.sychocUltural research, it a heuristic

model, built from -a variety of other theories. It is eclectic in that itIs-
4 .

based on psychoanalytic theory, Henry Murray's )()949) theoiy of Person-

ay I

.

4

Inselkt Figure 1 about .1Iere
. .

e

.

ality., and learning. theories advanced by Hull (1943')'and'Milleroand Dollard

(1941). More recently., Whiting has incorpOrated concepts from ethological.
, .

attachment theory and stress. theory as well. Whiting's psYchocultural\\.
4

model of 1977 offert greater conceptual detail than his earlier model
----)-

(Whiting, 1963).

The child's learning environment,.* or what Whiting has called "child-
. . :
rearing practices" (1963, 'p. 5)' is- the component of his conceptual scheme

most directly related to mothertinfant interaction. The arrows in Figure 1. .
represent the direalon of causation. One can infer AthaVethe. various

aspects of the mainte ce system-are antecedent ,to mother-child interac-

tion and that the consequence of mother-child, interaction isthe kind of

adult the child will.turn out to be, -.-
z

- -...

Despite the broad theoretical underpinnings on which this model is
.

_ based, it still ,,has some limitations-. Tile linearity of thisl4model (i .e., the
.

- :
assumption. that environment affects. the -maintenance system, which affects'

thse Child'i learning, environment, , which , Affects the individual,. which
_ .

. . .

affects the OrojeCtix4e expretiige system) and -the. unidirectionallty of
- . - ...

.

. causality may be .over-slrnplificaticins. Real, ob. seryeble phenomena do not..,,, . . .
. - . . .

.,... .

. . . , .

always follow_ a..§table pattern,- _predictable in a linear fashion, but rather
..,;.:. , -v.,

arg highly variableAncrdynamic_and exhibit multiple. causality.. This .

I
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1

variability is partitUlarly_ true in mottier-infant intetiactions,(cf., Osofsky &
.

Cohnorst 1979). Fiecenfliterature. emphasizes the .bidirectionality of, such:'

interactions, howing that the infant affects boththe, caregiyer:, and the'

total interaction Thomas A Chess, 1977; Wolff, 1971 Frijda ant,

Jahoda (1966) cite similar. objections to Whiting's moder. In4itiis later

writings, Whiting has defended his model by making` the following state-' t
r . -

. . .- I
pent: .,...

..,

. .
-- , .. : .-

,. di t,. .

In some, if not many, instances, the 'true ciii-ection of causation i

may be the reverse Id that indicatedi:-., there may be feedback. , . _ .

loops and steps in the assumed iequerice, may be skipped. The

arrows do, however-, represent ,a commonly occurring sequence-r.
The primary reason for making Such oyetsimplified assumptions

4
1

about causation is-that they give trisito a- readily -testable set of
.

hypotheses. (p. 29)

Despite this defense, the psychocultural model as proposed by Whiting may

not be the most appropriate one..for-research c in.mother-nfanl interaction.

What, .is .needed is a ,mode!' that focuses on the dynamic process of interac-
-

tion and on the impact of such interaction ,on both the caregiver and the
.

infant. .....,
...

Whiting's (1977) .work. addressing the contribution of stress theory to
,..

, psychocultural research :i rs also interestingresearchHe reports animal research

indicating that 4tress, experienCed during infancy has to v.ery important
..

.' effects,on growth and developMent:
"(Ie

) It increases the. rate of growtni,_
. - .

.._ . , ,t . .. : i ° ... ,::. :,. 1

A $ and (2) It makes the 'animal .- bolder In exploring...a
strange,

environment
. . . : -

when it- reaches maturity,. (p._ 3b. Whiting then ffiplores .stress. as "airto, ,,,.tAN
. .

-.. . '-i... ..,*
. . .

various._ .`<`7iv riable differentially. affecting .human infants la various._ cultures, He ..
., .. .

....
. , J _

I . 1

.
. . .

finds that" in some cultures infants are Customarily subjected to ,physically.
. - . 4

CV,
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istressful- eVehts; such as having their earlobes :or their papal septa,

pierced, having their' heads molded ty cosmetic purp(oses, 'or being

_ vaccinated of circumcised during infancy. in other cultures, infants are

i2

carefully protected from, such stresses. Yet others promote the psycho-

logical stress of infants being separated from their mothers. Since-infant '

stress exists crass - culturally, Whiting includes it as one of the variables

in a child's learning environment,

Also following a psychocultural perspeCtive, Minturn and Lambert

(1964) compare the mother's warmth, stability, and responsibility for baby

care among six cultures within Kenya, India, Okinawa, Mexico, the

Philippines, and the United States. The mothers of the Mexican and

Indian samples appeared to express less warmth than other samples, per-
.

haps because living ib_a 'household. with other families, as they did, . neces-

sitates a -training, for emotional control that _acts as a damper to spon -.

taneous expression of emotions. The . African 7mothers were more

emotionally unstable than the mother14of other societies--that is,. they were

unpredictable in their..!aXpression of hbstility and watmth. itigarding-

responsibility for baby care, the American mothers assumed more respon- .

sibility as compared- with women in the other five. cultures, who could:
depend. on female kin and oldir children tot daily infant-care.

- .-
Cross-cUltural .Psychology

Triandis (1979);: hai :clvelOped -4 model for cross-cultural researCh-,

based on systems theory, with hierarchical -levels of analysis that indicate

^

insarx-Figuri 2 about

t
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interrelationships among systems of va iables. For example, mother-infant.

interaction, a 'variable in he "interin ividual system'," is influenced by

other ecological, individual and sociocull ral variables. Trian'aiOs model, ,

when compared with Whitin (1977)4 app ars multidirectional and dyriamic ,

in nature; and ids theoretical ,framework s organized such that both the

interpersonal and intrapensonal aspects of social interaction are high-
.

lighted. While Whiting's ti odel 'elaborates more the psychocuitural aspects'

of childrearing practices; Triandis's model emploiy: a social-interactionist

perspective in which the individual is seen as actively influencing and

being influenced by his or her ecology. Therefore, Triandis's model

offers a framework more suitable for the study of mother-infant interaction(

in a cross - cultural context.

Ecology .

-

Urie Bronfenbrenner, in his book The Ecology of Human Development

(1979), proposes,-- a theoretical model that views the human being,..inter--
acting with his or her continuously .changing environment throughout the

- .,_
life span. This;':inodel is- a. synthesis ,of t-ei.446.. (1935) field! theory and

.- .
. 4.

A
systems theory. In it the ecological environment is viawed as ,a set of

. .
nested structures_ like conceatri ircles extending *outwards, with the

individual in the -center enveloped y the phenomenological .environment.
..

..
In order to more compretensively understand the human being's

development, Bronfenbrenner hierarchically organized human ecology

into our subsy.stems:- the micro ystem mesosstem exosstem, and
...

macrosystem. . The microsystein incliides the interaction between the

deVeloping person and the immediate environment, The mother-infant .

...e.

interaction- aCtome exemplifies events occurring in the microsystem. The

mesosysteni consists of interrelations among:. two or *lore settings in which'
-
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the developing person actively, participates. In the case of the infant,

--, Such interrelationships might occur among the home, the infant day care
. ----,..434, . ?

setting, and'the homes of 'other multiple caregiverls. The exosystem
. , .

includes. settingd that .do not themselves contain the developing person b'ut
.. .

that contain events affecting or 'afa ictedby the indtsidual. With respect
.

to the infant, the exosystem might include the parents' place of Work and ...
I

worship, older siblings' friends, serviced of a . local health clinic, local
, 1 . ,

, . .

store where parents shop for the baby's needs, and so on. Finally, the
. ,

A ,re
4

macrosystem includes the overarching institutidnal 'patterns of the culture.

Such patterns intlude the economic, social, educational, legal, and political
S

systems of which microsystem
A

, mesosystems, 'and exosystems are the cbn-

crete manifestation. At this level, a national policy on children or, health

could, for example, have an impact on various' institutions That in turn'

would directly or indirectly influence interactions between Mother. and

infant: .

. Bronfenbrenner's model IS recommended as a basis for studying the

mother-infant interaction because it is comprehensive in scope and thus - ad.-

applidable to any culture. Despite its comprehensiveness, the model a_ lso'
- - .

takes into account the Impact on the developing infant of specific ecological ,
.-- ..

. . .

variables within a given_culture. In addition, it promOtes understanding -,_.

of the mother - infarct Interaction within a target ecological context by com-
4

pelling the researcper to identify variables rn the mesOSystem, exosystem,

and macrosystem_ that inflUence the mother-infant interaction (embedded in

the microsyitem).
. -

jAiosocial Psychology'

I

-/ - .

.

DawsOn (as Cited. by Bilin, Lonnert. & Thorndike 1973) deVel.-t.._. ..

. ' r. . - _..

_aped a model focusing Orl, biOlogital- and sod- factors ,within the enviran-
4

;M., -4



ment' that influence .the individual. To study these environmental influ-

ences, Dawson has developed the Traditional-Modern Scale of Attitude

eo Insert Figure 3 'about here

- --4,

Change- (T -M). He has used the T-M scale in:studies of childrearing
- - -1*

attitudes and processes among Hong Kong.C..hinese, Australian Arunta, gnd
. .

West Africans of Sierra Leone (Dawson, 1967, 1969-a, 1969-b; Dawson &

Ng, 197Z).

Empirical research on' mother - infant interaction so far has not been

based on -Dawson's model. However, research based .on other models

Whiting, 1963; Super et ti., 1981) makes referenct to the variables

listed -in Daw- son'slibdel as- background infoilnation1

-- Lester -and, Brazelton (1982) have developed a 'psychobiological model

Insert .rigtirei 4 about here

os
for _cross7culturally studying ,infant behavior, asserting that this model is

,
a holistic,- dynatili.c .conceptualization focusing on the processes_of develop:-

.

ment;- thiS interactive model, the infant is pereeived as being influ-

en-ced.by the: enVironment and in turn influencing the. environnient.. epe-461
y.

L4StO and arizelton_ state the following: "The- rieon'ate is vieweA,

:as. a competent orga sm that is skilled, selective,

whO actively interacts .with and makes demands on

(p.-

and socially influential, ,

the cetkakinglenviron-
,

Since 0 major thrtiit of the model is to. study .the ,infant's individual,

behavior- and dyadic interaction the tnalysis could be said to be at.
..

18

10
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.

the level i of., the -individual system, accord' Mto Triandis's model (19.
7 '''i 1 A

Lester/ and .:134.14zelton (1982) have seci t r del in studying African.
/

infants from. Zambia; Gush from. Ke ya; Z' teco; Maya, and Chiapas
/ `

. .

fr MexiCo; Ladinoi from- Guatemala; and satin infants from Puerto Rica.

1r each of thewstudes, they attempted, ufirst, to view infant behavior in its

/appropriate cultural/, context, both a4 a shaper of and as shaped by cul-
/tural

expectations;; and second, . 'highlight the iontplex interaction
..- !

1 iv- .4* .
between genetic and environmental 'nfluences OR neonatal behavior" (p.

'* r
28).

Summary 1

.. This
, . \

.

review of the theoretical literature demonstrates that the
1 .

!
observable phenoMenon f mother - infant interaction is cognized, class

perceived, and interPreted differently 'by each theoretician based .on

paradigm of his or her own discipline._\ It becomes apparent that leach
c

paradigm, by .itself, may \ limit understanding and create blinders (cf.

Kuhn, 1970, p 77)- This 111mitation ssuggeits.ihe value of more collabora-
\

tive interdisciplinary effort in comparative..z..child development research.

'All the theoretical perii\ectives reviewed's.in this section directly or

indirectly refer t6 childrearn0 practice's in '.,\a _cross-cultural setting,

ame

the

- . \

Although ,nonr.Of the, models -isis designed to study other-infant interaction

exclusively, each does facilitate the understanding\ a wide spectrum of

variables influencing this interaction. The following ection,
4

on 'empirical
4 ,, . .,,,

research focuses 'On a num er - of the variables mentions
.. . . :

above; some of
. -

'the research discussed ste s from the theoretical framewo ks already de-
.. .

scribed.
,

*
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EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

The empirical research discussed in this Section is limited. to now,

17

Western cultures and to recent data. Very early ethnographic records,

'which make tangential and cursory refgrences to mother-infant interac--
..

.tons, are not reported here. The discustion is organized according to
e

the geographical location of the groups studied and with respect to simi-

larities in the traditional cultures of these groups. A matrix (see Table 1).

indicating the-, relationship of the research to specific theoretical Rerspett
. .

tives, where applicable, is also Oovided.

Kenya

Insert Table, 1 about here.

.

Gusii. The Gusii are a tribe living in the. densely populated high-

landslands of Southwestern Kenya. They 'be311:lieve tha face-to-face confronta-

tions may call up strong feelings; therefore, such interactions are_ritgu-

fated. A typical 'adult-adult interaction 'often occurs with complitely

averted gaze. Conversations occur with the participants at a 90-degree or

greater angle to each other.

Early parent - chile( relationships .amd9ikthe Gusii, are characteri4e'd by

avoidance of eye contact and restraint. in playful interactions. There,is

continuous 'physical contact between the mother and her infant, but the

infant is rarely held In a 46eto-face posture and, ,therefore, there is

little ,eye contact. 'Affectionate and ^ Oda! . behaviors are rarely directed

--toward the baby, nor -is the infant regarded as capable of commu-hicative

intent other than to -signal. hunger or .distrest. Whiting and Whiting (1975)

found Gusii* Children to .be the least atteptiOn-seekingor all children.

I studied.
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,

Whiting (1963) has also, reported that the irffant's most intense rela
... .. . . :

i . :
tionship is ,with the

i-
mother,* who .nurses the cliild:- The mother usually

.. ..'-' - ,. .
breast-feeds without lobking at or' fondling the child,, and she often can-

,.t .
tinues conversing with others.' AU day/when the mother is working, the

,
infant is carried and cared for by a, child nurse. The primary parental

- .

goals ark_teguard the health of the child; enhancing social and cogni-

tive development is not one of the mother's parental goals. .these goals

r

are in agreement vZith. teVine's 0977) obseryations as to how parents go

about prioritizing goals fo r"their children. According to the psychocul-
. .

tura' perspective upOn which Whiting's (1963? study is based, the findings

mentioned above would be categorized as the "child's learning environment"
-

(see f=igure 1). ,
Dixon, Tronick, Keefer, and Brezelton (1981)4 yideotapedV- to 12.-

week-old GUsii infants' faci-to-face intItQctions with their mothers. This .

. .. .

research reports that the mother-infant interaction would begin with the

prescribed stylized greeting; a smile followed Pity 'a short. pause. The

infant would attend brightly. and would often smile. Motheri would often
... . .

initiate a repetitious verbal pattern using single words or phrases. "Baby
..

:... , . ..
talk" in its most exaggerated form anthdramatit changes in mothers' inflec-

1 -
.4

tions were not heard. The mother'' smiled. pleasantly and was alert but hid
i i

se

little variation in . facial expression . Gaze \generally was directed toward
'

\+-

the infant, but it had a grossly distracted quality.. Mothers' movements

were° generally small head movements rather than large .shifts in body .

position
, k

. . . k

The ,--infirits responded to. theiri, mothers', 'attention with smiles ;and
.. ,..:.,

\
I.

--, scooing.vocalizatinn, accompanied.. bybig kicks and generally positive affect.
.. 1

1 Dramatic aversions' of gaze or posture Were verjf rarer -When: mothers _left.i . . .

,

\

.
':
.: -:

I.
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i7-- -, at'the end of the taping -sessions, feW infants showed the dramatic change

,_ .

, ;
In 'affect common in similar American sequencei; instead, they competently

,

r'y r,

44.

.

/

-redirected their attention to objects in their surroundings.

Zhe investigators concluded that, while American and 'Gusii mothers.
. . n-/ ..- play with an'dtalt to their infants a...similart proportion of time, their styles

O ,
differ. For xample, Gusii ;mothers' frequency of looking away from the

, .. ° .,
e '44.

infant is greater, than that for Am'erican mothers. ,LeVine (1977) would

"-
explain this _specific behavior as a cultural adaptation in. childraaririg

practices to reduce mothers' emotional attach ent to an infant who has a

-1
Blow probability of surviving. However, sever of the investigative pro-

.
, i ....

cedures
,, employed make} it approqiete to clas fY this study as charac-

II' *>,,
teristic of Lester 'and Brazelton's ei,sychobiological del. Specifically/tin

.,

addition to . video taping \ the. investigators gathered medical, social, and

e
. psychological_ informac on the mothers Wiring pregnancy. Pediatric

,-

i V' 1

:1 I .,_ , ,.
assessments andi Brazelton's Neonatal Behavioral Assessment were also

. ' .

administered to, newbornsmtollowed.iajr naturalistiC observation , and cogni-.....
.

......- tive assessments over .the next 15 mbnths. ,
VKipsiqis:. The other highland tribe reported in the research are the

. ,
. - Kipsigis of 'Western Kenya. tuning their first 3 to 4 months, Kipsigis
,

,

'infants are afmoit alwayi in' pilysicai contact with their mothers; then a
.i. 1

' 'child caretakers takes; over a large. share of the daytime care. super nd- ; ,-
..- -Harkness ow) repb t that, unlike American families, Kip4is do of

. . 1

.

i
, %.

.0

make major ns in their. living quarters or- family, routines to

accommodate the infatit's routines, particularly sleep. Also unlike her

American .counterpartj'Ahe Kipfiigis 'mother does need to rely on the
'', .

1 Of .

, baby's . .sleeping for al chance to disengage, from continuous infant care;
1"

'sibling caregivers, co-wives, ,and' other relatives are always

) .

..

.
- 1

at hand to

,

.,,

41.

N$4-
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look after the 'Child- Consequently,' the Kipsigis tmonth -oid infa ,t4;eps

just over 12 hokirs,.pn an average each day, as compared_w" h' 15 hours of-

sleep for an Amer:ice( infant. Kipsigis infanta do :not develop long periods,

of sustained sleek: the longest episode of sleep is- about. 4.5 hours,

compared with 8 hours in American infintt. This sipepin

the infant's other behavior patterns as well. Thus tRe Kipsigis infant

as

.briefer and less regular cycles of activity and rest, awhile t. American

infant has fewer buj, 'longer periods dt -sle6ping.", feeding, and playful

- interaction.

Kipsigis infants are upset when their mothers leave them for short

periods,...but this response does not last .long. Robs/ever, their stranger

anxiety is more sustained and intense than that of American infants. This.
/may be the case because the cast of characters for daily life remains stable,

and relatively small for the iiipsigi's infant, despite the fact that two or

individels are routinely involved in care. Super and Harkness

.fi ('1982) conclude that the Kipsigis and American babies are learning the

emotional structure off' their cultural niches' tough the above-mentioned-

practices. .

. .
Kikuyu. A third Kenyan trjbewhose mother-infant-interactions have

been observed, the .Kikuyu,. are located an' the temperate highlands near

Nairobi Leiderman and Leiderman (1977) report that Kikuyu infants are
ionh

cared for- the mother, up to months, of age and are then looked after
t
by. a child caregiver or other adult females. The average age of care-

takers Other than the mother was found to be 13.0 _years for the low
. . . ,

socioeconomic level, 10.6 years for the middlesocioeconomic level, and 20:2,.

years for the high socioeconomic level. The reason for this difference in).
.

I. .

2,-- . -
i

aged was that the families of, the lowest level could not afford .to send their ,.....
_.,

-.. ,
,,,-,t,

. -- , .,

to-

,,, 23:
-

4,r -

1
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older daughters
.,
to schdol; therefore, they were available at home to take', t ,

care of infants. The highest group could afford to hire nonfamilial help-to
. . A ......

assikt the mother in infant care. The families in the middle level tended

to send their girls to 'school, but since theyt-had insufficient extra cash

resources 'to hire nonfamilial older caretakers, they were forced to rely on

e their younger children as caretakers.

Leiderman and Ileiderman (1977) were interested in exploring the
/effects of these caregivihg' arrangements on the cognitive and

social-ernotiOnal debelopment. They found a significant poOtive correlatidn,

between the .caret ker's age and the infant's mental test performance for

the second 6 onths of life. 'Presumably, greater stocid.maturity,gained

by the caretairer with increasing age .does have an influence on the child's
.

cognitive performance.

The infants in this polymatric system also tended' to react more nega-

tively to a stranger's approach and more negatively to the mother's depar-

ture than did infants in monomatric caretaking arrangements. Thus the

investigators concluded that social, demographic, and economic factors

relating to, the caretaking arrangement affect both cognitive and social-

emotional development in the-child.

The investigators also found that, when.,,'com ared with the mother,
/ . 4

the child caretaker in all three economic groupS was' providing mare playful

language and social. interaction. -The" mother's daytime role.-demadding

because-of household responsibilities, agricultural work, and the utilitarian

aspects of life-7resulted in relatively little time for social interaction with

the infant. Thus, the Kikuyu mother leaves much of this interaction .to

her older children. The above findings indicate that a village school

intended to help children may actually disrupt infant and child care sys-
.
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wringring critical . periods of .the ciiclis, life. This possibility nee* to
. : i

be kept rkl mind by sotiat policy mercers in develotiing'countries:
' . t .

Uganda

Mary Ainsworth . studiedi-childrearing practices among African Ganda
_tribes, 'reporting thede findings in the volume Infancy

_

in

Care and the Growth of Love Z'1967)..4 In a more recent article (Ainsworth

19.77-a) she compares mother-infant interaction in Ganda- families and in

Ame.rrcan. 'families from Baltimore, Maryland. With respect to. feeding and

:

weaning practices, Ainsworth found that, in 1954 and 1955, 27 out of 28

Ganda babies were breast. fed, -while in her American sample only four

infants weft breast-fed and the remaining 22 were bottle-fed.
e

Weaning; she' found, was a gradual process among -Ganda infants,

with the daytime feedings dropping out first and the infant still being

given the breaston demaria-16ring the night. Ganda babies were weaned

between 32 and 57 weeks, while the four .breast-fed American babies were

weaned between 18 and 35 weeks, with the bottle substituting for the

breast. Interestingly, the American bottle-fed babies did. not show the

active initiative in instituting feeding that was so characteristic of breast- ..

fed Gana infants. Amon.g, the American breast-fed babies, onITo-fiei3f

the fowl, who was breast-fed consistently on demand and for comfort,

showed this active initiative. The remaining three breast-fed American

babies' probably 'did .not show this initiative because of their early weaning

to the bottle (it is difficult for .a _bottle -fed babf to take much 'initiative in

securing hiS or her own bottle).
.

.

Ainsworth also found .that there were Multiple caregivers available for

Ganda infints';\Loweveri*the mother Was the main caregiver. Among the

American sample, th ma her was the only primary caregiver .'. Despite the
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:,availabilitv of multiple.- caregiyers among the..Gandi, ilifents.terelieft "Ai* ".
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). - : 1:;!.. .'
for' much of the time;- even when .the? were awake. iiikanly, .4,Ganda.

1, 1:.
infant were free to Mbve .abOut the flOprwkin not being

"_ -
..not the case for most of-t`he"Aipericar,sample, who toiefe.

held. Thi*.was

frequently ct.in:
..

fined to trilasii infant seets,,,ump schay's, *p.liypens. when their.. were
!.` *-neither asleep nor being' held: Thrfe: of the Ganda mothers -reported that

they were ikipressed with the.. convenience of cribs and .baby arriagest, in

which they could leave' their babies most of the -time. withotit+supitrv,idion:

This interest exemplifies the impact of Westdrn commodities on traditional*

Childrearing practices'.

these, as welly as other

childrearing practices.)

(One wonders. what effect the introduction
;

Western commodities, actually has on tea

-

According to Ainsworth, these differences inflUence :the infant'd

organization and integration of

hypothesis is as follows:

attach

Under circumstances in which an infant throUgh his own active

behavior.

4

Speofficallit, her

attachment behavior, including sucking and rooting'. atici alsoa. : .
reaching, grasping and approaching, can gain contact with an

ipctuatorpotentiaf-attachment figure who is also -his food source;
.

his feeding behavior'sincome an integral part of the orOanization ..

of his attachment relationship. The circumstances .under which

this"integratiiin is possible are: (1) When ,the- baby is fed

contingent- on his own behavior, including both his

-behattibr,, as in thoropghgoing demand 'feeding; (2) When the
1111

baby is breatfed -so that the. food providing source and the

aftachmeni* figure are one e same; and (j) When weaning

is 'deferred until' after n attachment has already been estalY-
.

1

.:

:-
lidhed: (p. 124) Ilv

It
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Geber (1958) and Geber and Dean (1957) have doire several longitu-

dinal and cross-sectional studies on Ganda children from birth to 3 years,

using the Andre-Thomas neonate+ examination and Gesell Developmental

SChedules and comparing these children with other ethnic groups. The

African newborn is precocious in his' or her development,. whjch corre-

sPondS to the development of European infants 4 to 6 weeks old. Throug-

hout the first months, Ganda babies are developmentally ahbad Of Western.

babies: by 2 to 3 months. .Thislrecocity is lost gradually, and..by 'age 3

Ganda children't developmental quotient is 95 on aciaPthie behavior an 90

on language, development. Patterns.of mother-infant interaction may ac-

count-for these outcomes. For example, carrying the',baby on "the mother's

back is a practice that stimulates development of hea and pot Oritrol

anlencourades visual stimulation during -the first yeakof/th c ant s life.

tri the second year, the mother doss not provide language and cognitive

stimulation) foethe infanti and.- thus the developmental. quotient drop

considerably as coMpared with Western samples.

I

lk

A

Zambia

Lester and Braielton 7(1982) report that Zambian neonates' have an
. . .

undernourished uterine envirOnment and require

Y ,_

delicate. handling. None-
...-

thelets motmothers' expectationi ire' vigbrouls neonates who will -respond...
. . . , .. ,

1(41t11 to vigorous handling. Hence, mothers actually ignore the limp initialr ' 11C'' . ,. ,

behavior of their infants and handle them' as if they are more responsive.

Atter:hydra:40n and initiiifeeilinastqbe babies do become;raiiidIV; respori-

thekmotheariticipate._. ...
Goldb'er-g*'(9474.stUC.I.ieemotti-infant,-iriteleti-on-Tio,urbarl.:±5mbra

an,",',.

why,-......,:_zj,_

-,i.i,. '"--A.Vf ,..._ o
---_ .

proOudea ,findings -,reflei_90.0. OhiiiirOring practices ',similar. to those of

Kenyan and, Elfganden,-PeolileS. TheSe inc16,d.ed. multiple caretakers (inclUd-
. .s.,er-.7:- -. - Y*- -

_1
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ing siblings ut with the mother as the primary caretaker), a great deal of

physical con Act, and little vocalization to the infant. Although Goldberg

used presumably culture -free tests (since they tapped prelinbUistic behav-

ior.), she later expressed- the self-criticism 'that; the instruments were in

fact inadeqUate to deal with the problem of mothers' and infants' lack of

familiarity With the testing materials and testing situation.

Goldberg, also found that Zambian infants were reluctant to perform on
.

object permanence tests, , in which an object is Fadden from the child in

order to, test the infant's `ability to understa'nd that the object still exists

when it is Out of sight (cf. Piaget, 1975). Goldberg. speculates that this

reluctance stems from the 'infant's perception that hiding the object repre-,
'4

sents an adult's restriction on exploratory behavior. Thus, the perfor-

mance of Zambian infants on-Western cognitive tests may be..reflecting the

manner in which the- Wants. have been socialized. Furthermore,', on items
_

requiring; an upright position-Intended to test Mr head and neck control,
.

Zambian babies may perform better than their European counterparts. The

fact that Zambian babies are normally_t_held, in an upright ,ksture, *while

European babies are Usually herd supine, imposes a bias on test results.'

Goldberg's delineation of sources of cultural bias in infant testing repre-
.

sents ,a carefUl assessment of. the value Of- these researel-K *Is in non-
,

Western contexts.

a

Botswana,r .-
Konner (197,7-151., - utilizing his evolutionary,. perspective, Studied

A
,. 4 . -

in ncy along", IKung San hunter- gathers (previously referred to as Bush..7
. .. t ... . .

._ : ...
.men) in northWestept ':-Eibtiwana4.i.. He reports that iKung San infants haVe '..., . .

., .,
i . ..

:
. ., .-. - .,

far -Mo e phySiail-.tontact with the'rr qifolhers and other caretakers than .do
..- -

I
-- - 4'4:

-1YrtiEitidlih%infarits. However, the Wung: -San babies. reiNte.".-erl -

.:. :
'..''....,..........:,.._......_,,_, .. ,

..'...

S

Ariceitan

8
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amount of distal communication (looking, smiling, and vocalizing) similar to

that received by AMerican infants. In general, Konner notes that the

trend is for infants in ,technological societies to have less proximal com- -

munications,' such as physical- contact, When compared with* infants .in
_

non-industrialized societies.

Japan

Ainu. Munroe and Munroe .(1975) report on the Ainu,"of Japan -. The
(Ainu neonate is given small doses of an herbal extract for a few days and

then is breast-fed. From the age o 1 month, the infant is" tied to a

cradle suspended from the ceiling of the hut, and no attention is paid to

his or her, crying. When outdoors, the infant is transported by means of 4,

a lumpline, or carrying strap. The period of infancy is balled shointek or'

poishispe, -which meant, a dump of dung or dung covered. This label _

reflects a cultural perception of the infant as a passive, unintelligent .
orgartism. However, the Ainu pattern

close mother-infant contact, with the

Urban `Japanese. Caudill and his

of% infant,care_ appears to vrovide
i -

infant steeping .with the mother.
.

associates_ (Caudill tr.,.rost, 1972;

Caudill & Plath,. 1966; .Caudill & Schooler, 1973; Caudill &:Weinstein,-.1260

were among thb first to conduct systematic observational, studies- of moth4-

infant interaction fraiil a cross; cultural perspective. Caudill starteciAffis--

_- work in the..early 1960s by sOmparing. chligrearing in Japan and America,,
.

and a number of his studies- are summarized .here: - Regrettably, ate passed
0 -,

away 'betty-, he could fully completi-hit. longitudinal, study: _

Studies by Caudill 'and Weinstein :(1969) 'and,. C001111(1972).showed.
,.

that American mothers _engaged in more lively chatting Witt* their 'babies .

.- ,

than did, Japanese _mothers;: as gl reiult; the:AMerican infants had a
.

ally higher lev.el'OCyOtalliatpn and partioliarly reAponclect. with greater. ,

,

Ai.
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amounts of happy vocalization and _gross motor activity. The' Japanese

mothers, on the other_hanct, did more vocal lulling, carrying, and rocking

of tlieir babies; as a result, the Japanese babies were more physically
'passive. In addition, Japanese babies had a greater amount of unhappy

vocalization because their mothers: took longer to respond to such signals

for attention.

Caudill 0972) has termed these vocalizations between mother and
03

infant "tiny dramas," which he has further explored with sequential anal-

ysis. Basically, Caudill has found that the pace ofethe American mother is

livelier: First, she is in and out of the room more and thus provides more

naturally occurring opportunities to speak to her baby and for the baby to
.

respond ..i/dcally as she comes to provide care.. Second, the American

mother generally responds more quickly to her baby's vocalizations; regard-
.

less of whethei.' they are happy or unhappy: Third, she responds more.

quickly to unhappy vocalizations than to _happy ones, thirs teatahing the

infant to 'Make a_ more discriminating use of his or hemvoice., Finally, the

American 'mother. 'has more vocal interactions with her baby, ,especially by -

c(iatting at the same time- the infant is happily vocal. Catxlill suggests

that this added vocal stimulation and encOuragement by the mother carries
.4

o ver )o the time§ when she_ is, silent, but the..baby is happily vocalizing,

probably in anticipation of a response 'from the mother.

is

--____.
In contrast, the Japanese mother's -pace is more leisurely., anti-her

caretaking periOas are 'fewer and longer in duraticin:y, She 'holds her baby

until he or .she!falls aSI4 p -anct then. puts, ine. child .down-,, to which the
.

infant responds , with unhe 'Vocalization . (This situation accounts,

part, for the greater amount of unhappy vocalization- ambng Japanese

infants.) _Alsco,_.0e JaPaneaef mother PhYPically*.ehetksher sleeping baby

_ .

:
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by, for. example, wiping *sweat from hiS or her forehead or adjusting the

covers. These -practices sometimes awaken the sleeping baby and increase
, -,,,

*the unhappy vocalizations. Tha American mother, on the other hand,o .

visually checks her sieeping:baby.

According to Caudill (1972) childrearing prattices in these to cut-

'tural settings vary because of 'differing perceptions of -.tie- child. The

*American mother views her baby as a separate and autonomous, person.

By responding to -the infant's vocal communications, she therefore teaches
. -

the baby to expresi needs .and wants, --The Japanese mother, ma the 'other

hand; views her baby as an extension of herself and,places great emphasis

on attachment.

South Pacific Islands

Fias. Sostek et al. (1981) coded ethnographic films of mother-infant

interactions among a population in the United States and among the people
0

of Fias Island; wasmairisolated island in the .Pacific Ocean and bordering
_

the Philippine Sea. In this Micronesian culture., the investigators were

exploring the social contexts in .which mother-infant interactions' occur. - 1

.

The most common dyadic interaction amono;5 Fias occurred ,with the infant's

head facing outivari the child ,would be On the 'mother's lap, not

facing- the mother but rather with his back_ to herr with both Iooktng in.

the same direction)... facer&-lace interaction was the most commonly found -7.
.

style in the films-kn. American' babies.

In addition,''tlie..:soicial. context varied. between . these two cultures... .-

he Atheric@r1 tendea.-*Iie *6Ione..ari#:Incl901"P with her baby,

thi"*Fias -mcither tended tri..-be- in. sprig grOUps -and outdoors when interact-

lag with. her. The: Preiervnee-'of_ others changed tha. rriother;infaRt-
.

were affected diffee-.
. .

Hwy
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ently in each. F exa e,' 'among 'Has, when the mother and infant.were

'alone, face-to-face teraction occurred more often-than didoth'er forms of

interaction (such as! that taking place in a facind-outward posture). In

the presence of one o thre her people,. however, the infant walked or
.

ran and the .caregiver made more play faces and grimaces,. and held the

infant less. When more than three- persons were present, the caregiver

,freverted to holding .the infant but did not engage in face-to-face positions.

In Amp:rica, hen the dyad was alone, the infant's walking or running

increased,, b

mother's fac

actions in .g

from t

t when there were one to three others present, the American

to-face interaction Am-WM. Ameridan mother-infant inter-

ou s larger than three was so infrequent' that it was omittezr
___---r---

Marquesans. MartiniAnd-Kiripatrick(1981) also studied Micronesian

-culture throUgh' parent- interviews, ,ethnog!Aphic observations, and film

study. They studied mother-infant interaction on UaPou, one of the high

volcanic isjand,s of the Marquesas in Fren /h Polynesia. These investigators

found results similar to these of Sost k et al. (1981): "tinfantal were

rarely held in a face7to-facd posido
-

Outward 43$ a the time and iri a .ha

199).

(25% of the. time);- they were faced

f-outward position 32ci of the time" (I).

The t Marquesan.,saregivery, spent -Ruchg, of their time calling their
.

babies' names, 'directing them/to' look and .Wave at others, prompting them

to perform motor Skille, an diretting 3- to 6-year-old siblings to play

with them. The :'thttherisi f9nttiOn was to set up CompleX 'interactions

'involving thKee or more with the baby .as"focus. According ti:t

Martini and Kirkpatrick 0981), unlike 'American mother who have. dyadic

interactions. with -reci
. .

ng dialogues,,..
.
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the Marquesans did not engage in pseudo-dialogues in which

caregivers act as if infants controlled the detailed turn-taking

rules, of conversation. instead they had infants "recognize"

others, even -beiore they seemed capable of distinguishing the

many people nientioned.(p. 208)

.The Marquesan infants are remarkably quiet and particularly, attentive
J,

to the surrounding social and object cldeom the first month onward :\
ti

The infant is t ted the assumption that he or she has individual will

motivation , which often run counter to those or the adults. Unlike
,,f I,. 4,

Japanese chilclrearing, Marquesan practices accentuate infant separateness.

Japanese mothers perceive_ infants to be willful, but extensions of them-

selves, and rear them to'be obedient and dependent on adults. Marquesan

mothers perceive. their babies to be willful and demanding. but consider

erkla be separate indiVidueli.

L These two research reports again illustrate, that the way infants are

reared is based on how they. are perceived by the adults around them.

They -further illustrate that face-to-face interaction, adult turn-taking

dialogue, baby talk, and reciprocal social. games, which are considered.

-normal mother-infant interactions in Western cultures, are not universal

patterns existing in .a1.1 cultures. These studies deMonstrate as well the .,
;

impact,, of ecological Variable's (such .as social density, and childreiring
IS

taking place primarily out -o doors} on the qu ntity and qualityof all.

interactions.

.
Latin'America-

.. . .... . . . . .

ColuMbiahs. Super et al. ,(1981)' studied' infant - caregiver interaction

in Bogata, Colombia, using interventional strategies that affected mother. 7.:_
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infants interactions in this culture. The intent of this project was to

evaluate the 'effects of two different kinds of interventions. (namely, nutri-

tional, supplementEtion and maternal education) on the, development of

infants' kno'wn to lie, at risk for early malnutrition. It was found that
X

nutritional .supplementation increased infants' levels of positive social and

nonsocial- activity. Maternal education influenced maternal beliefs about

infant development, whiCh in turn altered mother-infant /interaction.

Guatemalans. Klein, Las4- Yarbrough, Habicht, and Sellers 0977)

undertook an exploratory study in 'Guatemala to investigate mother-infant
1 .

interaction and. its relationship to malnutrition and cognitive development.

They found that moth\ess spent a large part of their tfise at some distance

from their infants and at the level of 'caretaker. vocalization was low.

,High levels of physical co ticrwere ,present, but relatively little of this

contact involved ctive `soal lay. The strongest :relations between
.

.

infant-caretaker interaction WI.. Yeriables and indices of nutritional status

were in infant verbal. behAior. In a different study, Lestei.:ind

Brazelton (1982) reported they Guatemalan neonates hacra stressful peri:-

'natal environment resulting ;in underdemanding infants who were poor

elicitors of maternal response
, .

Mexicans, Brazelton (197 also describes- the' Zinacanteco. infants of
.

. .
.

southeastern Mexico. Tlie- Zinacanteco infants, unlike the Guatemalan in-
.

.,
-Tants, were Considered very mature, because they could control their tern-

.,., . .

... :, . .

Perature while quietly lying naked fOr as much as 30 minutes after birth.
, :4?/ 0 P

No jerky, startle .movements were found in tinacanteco infants. -(Brazelton

reports, /hat an American',
.. *

baby, when born, has such. jerky startle move
. . . . .

.

i
. . _

meat's kid would have cried and illivered to. regulate his or her temper-
4.

ature

"WaNi

*



- Following a! psychobiological model in ,this research, Brazelton noted

that Zinacanteco mothers. do not. play with or talk to infarits and that

infants. are fed 3Q to 401iLftin a day, in each case before they cry from

huriger. The Zinacanteco value quiet conformity with low-grade peaks of

excitement; their socialization from infancy may result in a personality that

is in conforinity with these cultural, goals.

Summary= and Conclusions ,

The empirical, research reviewed here generally inctiCates that three

cross-cultural characteristics have an impact on mother-infant interaction:

household structures -and composition 'feeding practices', and mothers'

ttitudes and beliefs.
..

Household structures and composition. There is wide variation in

him -hold ,arrangements in different. cultures. Whiting and Whiting (1960)
. -,..,

exami -d 565.,) societies representing a sample'? world cultures. :Only
... ..

4 ,
,, ,,,...

.,...., -- - ...slightly ore than a quarter of these societies were found to have monoga-
, 1

mous nuclear family households. Most of.,the cultures reported on had

extended fathily houieholds. This high social density' in turn affected
4 . ..

, 4

mother-infant Interactions.
k , /... ,Alit.

The prevalence of rogiltiple caregiVers in a society and their impact on

infant-development are apparent,, particularly as regards attachment 1;sehav-

,ior: and Stranger- anxiety. Siblings often assume a, caregiving role, and

their rote ak,playmates and.models may facilitate infante social and, cogni-

tive 'development. Having these siblings learn parenting.skills at an eacly.
.-_

age is of atjciitiOnat value: ` ,,,
It

k

The pattern
..

.

of' mother\ and infari .sie,eping together is a very common

, -

e,

. practice in many ,societ14. .,Whitirig, uckhopn vend Anthony. (1958) have
T 0.

suppOrted, this perception,,,,-:.Tpese Oyes 'gators repOrted that only five Out

gr
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of their sari? of 56 world societies h sleeping arrangements similar to

th6§,e 'of .Americans, where mother *and father share a bed and the baby
"-

sleeps-aane. 'Thus, infants sleeping in crib or -cradle of their own is a
,.

`rare practice, *prevalent in %less . than 10 of the world's societies whose

ethnographies they surveyed. Even when

their own, it is generally placed near the-

Only in Weitern*tocieties, notably in the :mid le class of the United States,

do infants have bedrooms of their own.

Feeding practice's. Breasf-feeding. on deinand and continuously seems

to be ,the" traditional,. pattern in non - Westernized and non,industrializesl-

infants have a cradle or cot cof

other's bed within easy reach:

coUntriee. Ainsworth (1977-s) has\ described the easier integration of

attachment behavior 'with consistent breast-feeding on demand for long

periods of time, thus challenging W stern feeding practices. Konner's

(1911,..a) desCription% of humanmilk as being more appropriate for contin= .. . 111;7

uous feeding 'is also provocative in' this respect.

Many cultures. offer breast-feeding ass soothing method for comfort-
.

ing 'a distressed child. Harlow' \end :,Harlow's (1966) experiments on . the
' \ - -

.
value ;of physical contact in neutralizing stress' suggest the benefits in

1 'Noffering the .breast as a comforter. In addition, ma traditional cultures
.

prOlOpg\breast-feedirig and delay weaning. until ,the birth of the next
. ,..

infant. 'tremendous variation exists in method's and severity off weaning.

s.
Finally,. feeding practiceS ,:are related .t6 health practices, which' in

7..

turn are related to :superstitions. One such superstition, prevalent' in
.

- many cultures, is the mothfer's,bellef In the "evil eye," or the ability of,
_ i , -. :.

someone to cause haiin to the vimIne\rable infant by looking at the child.
, .t -.

Therefore, the mother may restrict strangers from interacting and Com-.

plimenting the' infant- (Le'ster '0Brazelton-; 1982; Whiting, 1963)..
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. Mothers' attitudes and beliefs. Miither-infant interaction is dependent

on the ,Wiiither culturally prescribed perception of the infant and her-
-,

expectations for the child's performance and, development. Many cultures

view infants as passive and incapable oft communicating their needs or
/ A

havind mastery over their environment., Such cultures act upon a child

. instead of interacting: with the 'child. in such settings, mother's° see their

role as that of caregiver rather than facilitator of the infant's total'

opment,-with the result that.they pay more attention to the chiliPs physio-

logical needs than they do to the child's cognitive an.fi language develop:

ment. Therefore, in many of the cultures reported in the research, the
00.0b

mother has been found to do little or no talking to her infant. .

In spite of the perceptions of caregiVers who view infants as p assive,

infants do modify' their caregivers' interaction. For example, the infant's

health, responsiveness, and overall temperament shape adult expectations,

pe rception, and, affect (Brazelton, 1977; Klein et al., 1977).

RECOMMENDATIONS

Comparative child development research is itself in, .the stage of in-.
fancy.. It is, highly advisable that Western and Third' World scientists

4
0-toe 1

c , ,

field of comparative 'child. 'development also heeds to attract Professionals, -

from variotis_allied disciplines, to actively participate in international re-

undertake collaborative efforts to open up 'new frontiers in. this field; The

. _

.. ,

,
.

. .;

, -.....,.
_ .

search.... 'This 'commitment to . multinational and multidisciplinary ventures
. . -. . ..

. . .

would provide a great impetus for -the growth of knowledge in child deyel-
_

..

. '
opment. .II is hoped' That the recent ;establishment. of child developmht,
. .

4 , . .: . ,

research units in universities in the Third World will 'provide the milieu for
.. . .

_....

the exchange:ot sdholars4and f9r this type of research effort..
A 10

e."

t
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The bulk of Western research on 'child development presently dOes not

generally address issues of importance to Third World nations, nor dog it

offer relevant solutions to problems confronted in these countries. Re-
,

search dohe in universities in the Third World and 'studies undertaken by

various international development agencies need to confront aspects of

infant care sucAras health,. nutrition, andocaregiver-child interaction. In-

additidn, such efforts should attempt to assess the interrelationships

between these aspe'cts and to gauge thiir effect on the (nfant's total devel-

opment.. Specifically, research might be designed to investigate the follow-

ing five areas of concern:

The eXisting infant-rearing practices within given cultural con-

',
Initial exploratory or pilot studies need to -gather more data on the

'texts and their impact on caregiver-infant interaction. \
typical patterns of Iri-gther-infant ;Interaction in the larger ecological and

social-cultural ciitext. Since Triandis's model (see Figure 2) indicates

that ecology affeCts both. individuai and .social-dultural factoria; which', in

turn affect_locial interaction, it could be helpful in delineating specific
. -

variables for study.

Research described earlier in this discussion has indicated that social"
density, an ecological variable,

,

inodifigs mother-infant interaction (Sostek
. ,.. . .

et al.,
40.

1981; Martini ,& Kitkpatricks, 1981). Climate is another ecolcigiCal

variable that influences, mother infant interactions. In the tropical.,,

Microneslati,' culture), forexample, -most mother-infant interactions take
z.t....4

place outdocri (Sostek, .et.41., .1981; _Martini & Kirkpatrick, 19811.l
Zinacantecer neonates have mild hyPoxia due to high- altitude, a condition

- that makes The infants alert but quiet. This _behavior in tuernshapes the

infants' nurturing;environMent in theAirection Qf Rassive caretaking
f4:1*,. ootoks,

O

I
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apractices(Lester & ,Br zelton, 1982).! HazIrdous ecological environments

have also beerefound 13 influence mother-infant interactions (LeVine,:

1977).
4

Norms, beliefs, andlyalues are sociocultural variables influencing

mother-infant interaction (see Figure'2). The review.oLempirical research

presented earlier has indicated that the Japanese value restraint in infant-

rearing while Americans value independence (Caudill, 1972). The

Zinacantecos (Lester & Brazelton, 1982) and Ainu (Munroe,& Munroe, 1975),

value passivity and conformity.. Micronesiant tialueisocial, interaction

between, siblirigs and infants (Martini 4 Kirkpatrick, 141). Eich o'r these`,

differing value syttems shapes) the mother's interaction with hert.infant.

Research needs to unrayel'. many -,more such specific ecological. and
. -

sociocultural factors shaping mother- infant interactions. i5awscin's model

(see Figure 3) could alp be helpful in identifying/the interactions" between./
specific biological and..4soCiocultural variables- hiving an impact on mothers

and infants in the Third World: Specifically,- pawson's vari-

ables" include such .factors as malnutrition, 'disease, and parasitic infec-

tion . Theie .influences, along with Dawson's "sociocultural variables"

(factors' such as 'socialization ,practices, .ecology, -and overcrowding),

influence the individual's "psychological processes" and development.

(Triandis's and Diivsonts theoretical models are rticularly recortimended
c ,

here becaus4 as yet they have not 11) een used to de ign-empirical researth
1. .-., . ...

on. motherinfane interactiqns.)

2. The interactions and relationships-of All _potential caregivers
.. i

within fhe child-care systeM:;,-:'
i -----'. . I

.6itice multiple caregiving. seems*to be a .commonphenomenon in most
. ilit00:

Third World,..:c9ftures,' future repila n'eeds4to be broadened in scope to
.--. , . 1411.- . ..le'

, . . C.-i 4

fr

..---

.....1...! .1. ,.,,

4

< , .
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r-
include 'all potential. auxiliary caregivers in addition, to'the p

giver ( i . e . , the mother) . More systematic studies need to be

to compare Or similarities, Janc7)ifferithces between priniary,
.

infant interactions and auxiliary caregiver-infant interactions.

A

ary care-

undertaken

caregiver-

It is also,

vital to compare the interactions between adult caregiver and, infint with
.

. . . . 14

those occurring between . child caregiver and infant. (In this review of ' .

research, only Lei-dermari et at., 1p77, have adtkessed this issue directly.)

- Even among child-caregivers, age and experience vary. Atesearchneeds to
AS

investigate how these variables affect the child caregiVeids intdradtions.

with the infant. Finally., studies neec$ .tot explore the consequences of :
by

mtiltiple caregiving on infant development.
' . .

3. The relationship between economic resources and mother-infant

interactions.

a

The availability of economic resources or the lack of them does have
1 , ,

an impact on mother-infant interaction (Leidermanlat al.., 1977).". Many\
..,

urban Thi71 World women of the, lower middle class
.
mily choose to Work

. ,
-

outside the :home due to 'financial necessity. this in Ugh may affect their .1
.- . - 4

. interactions ith their infants, perhaps resulting in a. reduction of contin-
11 .0

ilk ' ...
uous physical contact or a shift from breast to bottle-feeding.: 'Faure"...

\- .
.

_

. %

research needs, to explore the impact of work outside the home.,on mothers'
. . N

thiri infants: The choice of substitute infant' careAto
t a.

replace the mother will also be partly affected by the availability of eco-
. . \ . \ . rf T

*nomit resources. \,
. \

: \f .

.
inter6ctioris with

, .

ReseardhscoUld also compare mother - infant' interactions -a various, .
. ..

:esocioecOnRnic groups within' the same culture. T,hi d:Worjd women°'a the
.:- V .

4. .
s : *

. . .

-upper socioeconomic clasS oft hire women of the i'owersocibeconomiC,clasi,
.

to raise that'' children......,. ,

, ;_-.....1....-...___.....,.,. :.
i '-''

...

t. .

Very Often, a ,conViet4., di'ffer set of

r 1%;

40. 4,v
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systems and childrearing, Practices 'exist in the upper and lower socio4.
r' . ..

4a, 'economic classes. Research needs to investigate the impact these differing
,

thildrearing practices have on the infant. The mother's direct influence
. . .,
on the infant, as well as. her indirect infkiente as mediated through hired

help, also ne'idlo be explicitly del)neated and stated.
..y..

38

,

Id addition, research. sliould help in 'identifying the different needs
s 7 ,46

and options women* have regarding infant care arrangements, as based on

their economic resources Suitable services 'could then be provided. 'For

example, in India, poor women work on urban construction sites, and they
,.

bring their infants with them since they have no dther earegiving. arrange:-.
. - . ....

ments .. Mobile creches on some construction sites in India have '-'now been
,-.. , .

provided so that these infants can Be cared for in close proximity while...., fi ,

.;;10 ..,414044'
'5 /."'their mothers ...are at work. -..

-,. . .
4. The-relationship between women's work 19,t4,___Is and mother-infant

Interactiongtrs" 1
,

Western w,oiten haiie 'access
:, ' ?; 4044-,.

:

pens, and ready-4.40e inrantegarm

to comateiarblbriefood; -disposable

entslisall of :which make infant :careless*.
mossir

\of. a chore. These conveniences are largely unavaijallie,.0 .Third World
\ ,

. Besides caring for infants,

ii6ve 'many labor-IntenSive.houiehold eid...agrgultroalta
.

.

.. - :of -f;14-i.

such women's roles and ilesPonOrbilities are..maly:-ar307.741C '1,14ravean

op the qUiakity 'and "quantity Of; in4ractioiisWith; tkeirInfants,

Orative----04-1d--aev.419Prent interactions has, - ...
r-~kSorel y neglected to itudy'ttie- effeciTof Vd"itlOaii:§1.1:,:the-tgqttier:!siinterocA

. 4 ,
tions with ...her infant, .Future esearch - .design:kAleed vicOzporate thes

. ,-f

.1

._ .
.. variable of the mother's varying work load/ koeping:,:in mincilitS .ecological e ..

... :

letting . Research 'reViewed. eatlier has indicated that >,ihotherts in TifirTri \
., -.._.,.. ,

A. .
. 1 ,
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World countries seem
".

time in social, playful, and language ,Interactions: with their infants. tack

of these interactionS'.m
-s

Brown. (1973) repo

non industrialized. societies

tally to their households'

are such . that the dictate

e 3f..

.39

o spend more time irh caregiving activities and less

be a result of heavy Workload:

is 'that all tribal and peasant women woris in
- s

.. iTheie women are able to contribute subtan-
. I%

comes because their ajor Slosistence .activities

of childrearing can be easily accommodated.

She further explains that f II-time motherhOod is a- rarity ill the.quinindus-.
t

triallzed societies-7but that qually as rare is full-time work requiring as

that hours,- as inflexible a> Ischedule, and as 'great a spatial separation

from the child a require* by maternareiliOloyment Westerntechno-
.

logical societies. 43 ther fore r*ecommends thatJresearch be conducted,
_

on how women in nonindustri =lized societies rjuggie both work and child7.
.

rearing. Such.. research ma suggest ingenious solutions *to maternal

employment and childreating:p blerns United States.

5. The relatiOnshi betwe n mother-infant interactions and modern-_

.

-ity, change, and-adeititutIation':.

InitTduOtion of Western g

ideas is baunclto..tha.ve, an impac
,

interactions_:- Some .of ttieseVarfable,
practices:' For example, Leidermen et, a

.-
more female- children In East. !Africa: en

1)- .

ing .infant-care 'system:

. '

commodities, services, medii, and.
, -

on. existing traditional mother;infa

.may adversely affeCt'infant-rearing.,_

. 0971) reported that the fad. that
...

led in.s,chool disrupted the exist.

In .6ddittOrll "f";00iiieft are :rev
,*7 . ,

Third' World worn. 91).-:.00.'4ii6Oveing, 'the"

'Ainsworth (1977rt): clarjjr advocates the

ting, ,to- bti*stfeeding,.. while .,

.: ,--. :...::,-, .._ . ' - .,-. _,- . ,
nvenience of bottle-feeding...:' .::. ...e,

,. ..,.... ."' 4. _ .

antages of breast-feedingr
_ s , - _ . ;

noting._ that it facilitates gie infant's organization ànd integration of attaCh7
.

- It. -
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ment behavior. Harlow nd Harlow (1966) stress the varue of .physical

Contact -between, mother and infant.

markets, and Many Welt rh. mothers

Slings are being. sold in 'Western.

are reverVgg to their<Use. -On."-the
_

other hand, Ainsworth (1977-b) has reported that .acculturated. Ganda

Wome n have abandoned\the traditional use of slings and have been sold on

cribs and carriages, for they provide the convenience of leaying the baby
ol

unsupervised. Konner (1977-a) has also. expressed 4ncern about the long

term consequences of the shift from traditional to modern infant-rearing

pr'actices,

Also tocpc\conside ed is the fact that many. rural men in the Third

World countries are emiihrating to the cities looking for jobs,. leaving' the
4 . .

ifamily in 'rural areas!. ',.-"htsJ in turn is bound to affect women's roles and.

responsibilities, whrct in turn would affect their interactions with their

infani:. in additiOn; "the trend' in Africa, -Asia, Latin -AMerica,_ end theI . ) . . ..
Midde gest is for More women_ ,tp, be -educated :formally.. The., amount of

cation women are now receiving has also increased. LeVine 0982) has
. .

viewed-- four_ studies reporting'y the impact of Womees education on the
. .

:
JJ

1.4,

maternal .behavior -..ce- iiifferent:.grougs_- yomen-;....,. Yoruba ' {Nigeria) g .

(Kenya), 'Philibpin-Ci. Tend Mekicen-AMerican- From , the reiearch eviewed. .
,

,LeVine.has*".-generaiiied, that
- " `

w0M-eti!a' st;tiOOling, associated with I ,,fertilitY, loWer,. _

infant,- and -mortality, and a style -of maternal "behavior

toWarfdT. young -oildren that is more pedagogical and cOnversa..

thong than' 'the- styles _Indigeno us to miny. Third

(R.:301)

$.,.

AlthOugh LeVin'i has also;Oted that "none-of thige generalizations can be
a ,

t

.14

1
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claimed.as universal .or uniform acrdss regions, levels

cohorts" (p. 307); the need is clejr for more research

of Western: ideas and' on the attitudinal shifts women

41

of schoolingl_or age

.on the acculturation

undergo In various

cultures as a result of education. -Siich,-inyestigations might so focus on
f -

the impact of such .schooling on infant-rearing practices.

In conclusion, the t es of research recommended here have large

ramifications, for they ma rDvide 'direction to social'polioy makers.

-.Researchers might recommend the development of appropriate' support

systems for women and their families undergoing rapid change in the Third

-.World. Such recommendations might involve the development of infant

-'creches, the provision of family life education in the context of women's

. literacy programs, or the Staffing .of maternal health clinics with child

development specialists. It is hoped that suitable social intervention

p'rograms will be developed--and .that these programs be designed to. re.-

-soot the cultural fabric and integrity_ of ,the societies' in which they are

implemented.

t L
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-Table 1
. .

A matrix integrating theoretiCal perspectives with major empirical research

Region or
Country Group

Kenya Gusii
Gusii

Gusii

Kipsigis
Kikuyu

t

Investigator .

Whiting and Whiting (1915),
.Whiting. (1963): .

Dixon, Tronick, Keefer, and
Brazelton (1981)
Super and Hi4kness WV)

.Leiderman and Lei derman (1977)

Theoretical
Perspectives

Psychcicuitural
PSychocultural

+Psychobiological. =

*
Uganda Ganda

Ganda
Ainsworth (1967, 1977) ,

Geber (1958); Geber and
, Dean (1957)'

. Ethological
*

Zambia Urban Zambian Coster and Brazelton (1982)
Zambian i Goldberg (1977()A.

otsw
1

!Kung San

Psychobiological

.konner (1977,b) Evolutionary

Japan Ainu . Munfoe and Munroe ('1915)
Urban Japanese ..i. .Caudill (1972); Caudill and

Frost ( 1972); Caudill and
Math' (1966); Caudill and
Schooler (1973); Caudill
apd Weinstein (1969)

t

*.
1'

South Pacific Fias

Marquesans

Sostek, Vietze, Zaslow,
. Kreiss, Waals , and .

Rubenstein (1981)
` Martini and Kirkpatrick (1981)

Latin America Co ombians

, , >'
Guatemalans

Guatemalans
Mexicans

Super, Clement, Vaunt .

gbaitiansen, Mora, and .

1:ferrerra (1981)'
Klein,. Lasky., Yarbrough,
'I-labicht, and Sellers (1977)
Lester and Brazelton (1982).
Brazelton (1977)

*
Psychobiological
Psychobiological .

4 .". A

. s g-

f Note. Theoretical perspectives are named only for, research explizitly .stating such an °Hen-.
. 5.5311. Other research, unlabeftd,, could be viOwed as ecleCtic in approach. .

,-
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1
Figure 1 A model for: psychocultUral research.

,

psyihocultur"al `rsearch" (p. 30)", by,..1._ W.
c. I ..;

Leiderman S.' Tulkin, and .g. Rosenfeld (Eds

50

Note. From "A model of

M: Whiting, 1977, in P.

.), Culture and infancy.-

New Yft: Academic' Press... Copyrjght 1977. by>Academic Press.

Reprinted by permission. *-

Figure;2.4. Relationships among syr4ims. of variables in cross-'cultural

studies.. Note: From "Cross6cultural. psychology" (p. 559), by H.

C TriaiidiO, 1979, in M. E. Meyer (Ed.), Poundations'otOychology.

New York. Oxford Press. Copyright 1979 by Oxford Press. Re-,.

printed by permission. --4
4-

;
A

Figure 3. Davison's biosocial psychdlogical system. Note. From .Crossl

cultural research 'methods (p. 183), by R. W.. Brislin, W Lonn9r,

and R. M. 'Thorndike (Eds.), 1973. Ndig York: John Wile & .Sons,._.

Copyright 1973 by John Wiley & Sons. 'Reprinted by permission:,
'1

,4
Figure A,l)sychoblological, model

- t44,

. organi,zationtof infant li)ehavidr.

meilt of neonatal behavior" (p.

4lia 4".

for the cross-cultural study of the

Rote.. From "Cros4-cultural assess-

51), in D. A. Wagner and H. W.

Stevenson (Eds.), 1982, Cultural perspectives on -child development,

;.,. New Yotyr Freeinan 8( Sons. Copyright -1982 by W. H.
, .

Freeinan SAbns. Reprinted by permission.

/
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*This variable is directly related to mother-infant interaction.
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